The Transformation Specialists

“DISC-covery” Workshop Outline
In this ½ day “DISC-covery” workshop, participants will begin to discover
 A unique way of really cementing the current executive team synergy
 A greater understanding of themselves and the individual’s importance to the team
 A greater level or trust and honesty within the team that will produce creative and
consistent results
 Skills to reduce interpersonal conflict and misunderstanding
 An understanding of people’s different reactions to situations, interactions and
information for greater personal and business prosperity and achievement
It will also begin to allow participants to:
 Identify internal and external preferred communication style
 Increase communication and understanding
 Manage relationships more effectively
 Adapt to and manage people more effectively
 Increase creative output by implementing more lateral thinking techniques to
challenges and opportunities
 Implement strategies for more harmonious and consistent outcomes
DISC is the world's #1 behavioural assessment, taken by millions of people every year and is
estimated to be in use by 75% of Fortune 500 companies. The most powerful motivation
comes from within — from our core values. Yet, very few people can articulate their own
values or are aware that all values can be traced back to half a dozen primary "motivators".
The WPMOT assessment provides us with a model to better understand and unlock the power
behind these personal motivators.
Talent Insights is the world’s first multi-science assessment tool. Exploring two dimensions
of human performance; behavioural style and personal motivators. By combining the DISC
profile with the Motivators assessment (Talent Insights), we have not only HOW a person
behaves but also WHY they move into action. As a double science assessment, Talent Insights
provides us with two perspectives to understand each person we work with.
Therefore, we are not like most other test providers. We provide you with a multi-science
approach. "Multi-science" simply means the use of more than one assessment.
Our trainers come from relevant professional business and/or media backgrounds, resulting
in the fact that when people use SuccessMasters, they are entertained and educated at the
same time. We believe learning needs to be fun!
SuccessMasters will show you how to change your life so that you can enjoy more fulfilling
business and personal relationships, as well as achieve your goals, dreams and desires.
Workshops can be run onsite or online – the choice is yours!
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